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 .The study of F -effectiveness of the N -method was initiated by Hille andp
 .Tamarkin. In this direction, Dikshit investigated F -effectiveness of the product1
method C1N -method. Recently Kumar and Prasad established the necessaryp
 .condition for F -effectiveness of the product method. In this note, we extend the1
corresponding sufficient part of Kumar and Prasad to the C1T-method. Q 1998
Academic Press
1
 4Let u be a given infinite series with the sequence of partial sums s .n n
 .Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix with real constants. Then, k
sequence-to-sequence transformation.
n
t s a s , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1.1 .n n , k k
ks0
 4defines the T-transform of the sequence s . The series u is said to ben n
T-summable to s if lim t s s.nª` n
The T-transform reduces to the Norlund transform N , generated by theÈ p
 .sequence of coefficients p , ifn
a s p rP , 0 F k F n ,n , k nyk n
s 0, k ) n ,
where P s n p / 0.n ks0 k
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2
Let f be a periodic function, with period 2p , and let it be Lebesgue
 .integrable over yp , p . We assume, without loss of generality, that
p
A s f t dt s 0, .H0
yp
and that the Fourier series of f is
` `




f t s f x q t q f x y t y 21 , f t s f u du, 4 .  .  .  .  .H12 t 0
n n
y1 y1< <W s P k p y p , S s P P rk , n n k ky1 n n k
ks1 ks1
r
< <X r s D a , r F n , . n k n , nyk
ks1
r
< <W r s k q 1 D a , 0 - r F n , .  .n k n , nyk
ks0
n
P n , t s n y k q 1 a exp i n y k q 1 t , .  .  . . n , nyk
ks0
r
< <b s D a , Y r s k q 1 D b , .  .n , nyk n n , nyk n k n , nyk
ks0
n r
J n , t s r y k a exp i r y k t , .  .  . .  r , ryk
rs0 ks0
n
A s a , V s n y k q 1 a rA , .n , k n , r n , k n , k n , k
rsk
w xD a s a y a , t s 1rt , the integral part of 1rt ,k n , k n , k n , kq1
where 1 is a fixed constant. Furthermore C will denote an absolute
positive constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
 .Throughout this paper, we take a G 0 0 F k F n , and A s 1, ;n.n, k n, 0
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3
 .  .  w x.A matrix T is called F - or F -effective cf. 4 , according to whether1
 .the Fourier series of f x , satisfying the condition
f t ª 0, or f t ª 0, as t ª 0, .  .1
is summable by T.
 . Concerning F -effectiveness of the N -method, Hille and Tamarkin cf.p
w x.3, Theorem II proved the following:
 w x.  4THEOREM A cf. 3 . Let a non-negati¨ e sequence p be such thatn
np s O P , 3.1 .  .n n
and
W s O 1 . 3.2 .  .n
 .Then N is F -effecti¨ e if and only ifp
S s O 1 . 3.3 .  .n
 . 1The F -effectiveness of the C N -method has been investigated earlier1 p
 w x.  w x.by Dikshit cf. 1, 2 and recently by Kumar and Prasad cf. 4 . In these
1  .papers, Dikshit proved inter alia that the C N -method is F -effective,p 1
 4provided the sequence p satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, whilen
 .Kumar and Prasad established the necessary condition for F -effective-1
ness of the C1N -method.p
 .Remark. Condition 3.1 can be dropped in Theorem A as condition
 .  .  w x.3.2 implies condition 3.1 cf. 3, p. 16 .
 w x.In view of the above remark, Kumar and Prasad cf. 4 proved:
 w x.  4THEOREM B cf. 4 . Let a non-negati¨ e sequence p be such thatn
 .W s O 1 . Thenn
C1N is F -effecti¨ e if and only if S s O 1 . .  .p 1 n
4
In this note we extend the corresponding sufficient condition of Theo-
rem B to the C1T-method. We prove:
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 .THEOREM 1. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfyingn, k
b G 0 for 0 F k F n , 4.1 .n , nyk
W k s O A for 0 F k F n , 4.2 .  .  .n n , nyk
Y k s O 1r n q 1 , for k F n , 4.3 .  .  . .n
and
2b s O 1r n q 1 . 4.4 .  . .n , 0
1  .Then C T is F -effecti¨ e if1
n An , k s O 1 . 4.5 .  . n y k q 1 .ks0
 .   ..  .In ¨iew of 4.2 which implies 5.1 and 4.3 , we note
r
b s A y A q a s a s O 1r r q 2 , 4.6 .  . . r , ryk r , 0 rq1, 0 rq1, 0 rq1, 0
ks0
and
r r ry1Y k y Y k y 1 Y k Y r .  .  .  .r r r r
< <D b s s q  k r , ryk k q 1 k q 1 k q 2 r q 1 .  .ks0 ks0 ks0
1
s O . 4.7 .2r q 1 .
 .In case of the Norlund transform, we observe that condition 4.1 isÈ
 .  .automatically satisfied, condition 4.3 is satisfied under 3.2 , condition
 .  .   .  .  w x..4.4 holds under 3.2 as 3.2 implies 3.1 cf. 3, p. 16 , while the
 .  .  .  .conditions 4.2 and 4.5 reduce to 3.2 and 3.3 , respectively. Thus
Theorem 1 extends the sufficient part of Theorem B. Also our theorem
 w x.extends Theorem 2 of Dikshit cf. 1 .
5
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following lemmas:
 .  .LEMMA 1. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.2 .n, k
Then
V s O 1 , 0 F k F n. 5.1 .  .n , k
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Proof. For 0 F k F n, we have
nyky1
n y k q 1 a s A y r q 1 D a .  .  .n , k n , k r n , nyr
rs0
F A q W n y k y 1 .n , k n
s A q O A s O A , .  .n , k n , kq1 n , k
 .in view of condition 4.2 . Hence
V s O 1 , 0 F k F n. .n , k
In particular for k s 0, we get
n q 1 a s O 1 . .  .n , 0
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.2 ,n, k
 .4.5 , and
X n s o 1 , as n ª `. 5.2 .  .  .n
Then
n
a exp i n y k t s o 1 , .  . . n , nyk
ks0
as n ª `, uniformly in 0 - d F t F p , for some fixed d .
Proof. Using Abel's transformation and Lemma 1, we have
n
a exp i n y k t . . n , nyk
ks0
n
s exp int a exp yikt .  . n , nyk
ks0
ny1
s D a S q a S . k n , nyk k n , 0 n
ks0
ny1
y1 < <F Ct D a q a k n , nyk n , 0 5
ks0
s O ty1 o 1 q O ty1 O 1rn s o 1 , as n ª `, .  .  .  .  .
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   . ..   ..where S s 1 y exp i k q 1 t r 1 y exp it ; the symbol o refers tok
n ª ` which is independent of t and the symbol O refers to t ª 0 which
 .is independent of n, in view of 5.2 . This proves the lemma.
 .  .  .Note that condition 5.2 certainly holds if conditions 4.2 and 4.5 of
Theorem 1 are satisfied. Indeed, then a ª 0 as n ª `, ;k, and ifn, k
r
< <W r ' k q 1 D a s O 1 , 0 F r F n , .  .  .n k n , nyk
ks0
then, by Abel's transformation, we have
n 1
X n s W k y W k y 1 4 .  .  .n n nk q 1ks1
ny1 W k W n .  .n ns q s o 1 , as n ª `. . k q 1 k q 2 n q 1 .  .ks1
 .  .LEMMA 3. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.2 .n, k
Then uniformly in 0 - t F p
n
y1 y1a exp ikt F CA q Ct a q Ct X n y X t y 1 . 4 .  .  . n , nyk n , nyt n , 0 n n
ks0
<  . <Proof. Since exp ikt s 1, then by Abel's transformation, we have
n t n
a exp ikt F a exp ikt q a exp ikt .  .  .  n , nyk n , nyk n , nyk
ks0 ks0 kstq1
t
< <F a exp ikt . n , nyk
ks0
ny1
q D a S q a S q a S . k n , nyk k n , 0 n n , nyty1 t
kstq1
F CA q Cty1a q Cty1 X n y X t q 1 , 4 .  .n , nyt n , 0 n n
 . < <  .in view of Lemma 1 for k s 0 and t S F p Lemma 2 , for 0 - t F p .k
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 .  .LEMMA 4. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.2 .n, k
Then uniformly in 0 - t F p ,
y1 y1P n , t F CnA q Ct q Cnt X n y X t y 1 . 4 .  .  .n , nyt n n
Proof. Using Abel's transformation and Lemma 3, we have
n n
P n , t F n a exp ikt q k q 1 a exp ikt .  .  .  . n , nyk n , nyk
ks0 ks0
F CnA q Cty1 na q Cnty1 X n y X t y 1 4 .  .n , nyt n , 0 n n
ny1 k
q D k q 1 a exp irt 4 .  . k n , nyk  5
ks0 rs0
n
q n q 1 a exp irt .  .n , 0  5
rs0
F CnA q Cty1 q Cnty1 X n y X t y 1 4 .  .n , nyt n n
ny1 ny1
y1 < <q Ct a q k q 2 D a q n q 1 a .  . n , nyk k n , nyk n , 0
ks0 ks0
F CnA q Cty1 q Cnty1 X n y X t y 1 , 4 .  .n , nyt n n
 .in view of 4.2 , and Lemma 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
 .  .LEMMA 5. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.1 ,n, k
 .  .  .4.2 , 4.3 , and 4.4 . Then uniformly in 0 - t F p
n n1
y2 y2 y1 y1J n , t F Ct q Ct q Ct A q Cnt A .   r , ryt n , nytr q 1rst rst
n
y2q Ct X r y X t y 1 4 .  . r r
rst
q Cnty2 X n y X t y 1 . 5.3 4 .  .  .n n
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Proof. Using Abel's transformation after changing the order of summa-
tion, we have
n n
J n , t s r y k a exp i r y k t .  .  . .  r , ryk
ks0 rsk
n n r
s D r y k a exp i n y k t 4 .  . .  r r , ryk  5
ks0 rsk nsk
n
q n y k q 1 a exp i n y k t .  . .n , nyk  5
nsk
y1F 1 y exp it . .
n n n
= y a q r y k q 1 b .  r , ryk r , ryk 5
ks0 rsk rsk
= 1 y exp i r y k q 1 t q n y k q 1 4 .  . .
=a 1 y exp i n y k q 1 t 4 . .n , nyk
n n
y1F Ct r y k q 1 b exp i r y k q 1 t .  . .  r , ryk
ks0 rsk
n n
y1q Ct a exp i r y k q 1 t . .  r , ryk
ks0 rsk
n
y1q Ct n y k q 1 a exp i n y k q 1 t .  . . n , nyk
ks0
s J q J q J , say,1 2 3
 .in view of 4.1 .
Now again using Abel's transformation after changing the order of
summation in J , we have1
n r
y1J s Ct r y k q 1 b exp i r y k q 1 t .  . . 1 r , ryk
rs0 ks0
ty1 r
y1F Ct r y k q 1 b .  r , ryk
rs0 ks0
n r




y1s Ct r y k q 1 b .  r , ryk
rs0 ks0
n r
q r y k q 1 b exp yikt .  .  r , ryk 5
rst ks0
ty1
y1F Ct a q a q ??? qa . r , 0 r , 1 r , r
rs0
n r
y1q Ct r y k q 1 b exp yikt 5.4 .  .  .  r , ryk
rst ks0
ty1 n r
y1 y1s Ct A q Ct r y k q 1 b exp yikt .  .  r , 0 r , ryk
rstrs0 ks0
n t
y2 y1F Ct q Ct r b exp yikt .  r , ryk
rst ks0
r r
qr b exp yikt q k q 1 b exp yikt .  .  . r , ryk r , ryk
kstq1 ks0
F Cty2 q Cty2
n ty1 ry1
< < < <= r D b q b q D b  k r , ryk r , ryt k r , ryk
rst ks0 kstq1
ry1
qb q b q D k q 1 b q b .r , 0 r , ryt k r , ryk r , 05
ks0
n ry1
y2 y2 < <F Ct q Ct r D b q b q r q 1 b .  k r , ryk r , ryt r , 0 5
rst ks0
ry1 ry1
< <q b q k q 2 D b . r , ryk k r , ryk
ks0 ks0
n n1
y2 y2 y2F Ct q Ct q Ct r b  r , rytr q 1rst rst
n n1
y2 y2 y1 y1F Ct q Ct q Ct A q Cnt A ,  r , ryt n , nytr q 1rst rst
 .  .  .  .  .  .in view of 4.1 , 4.2 , 4.3 , 4.4 , 4.6 , and 4.7 . Similarly
n r
y1J s Ct a exp i r y k q 1 t . . 2 r , ryk
rs0 ks0
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ty1 r n r
y1F Ct a exp ikt q a exp ikt .  .   r , ryk r , ryk 5
rstrs0 ks0 ks0
n n 1
y2 y1 y2F Ct q Ct A q Ct r , ryt r q 1rst rst
n
y2q Ct X r q X t y 1 , 4 .  . r r
rst
in view of Lemma 3 and Lemma 1. Finally, using Lemma 4, we have
n
y1J s Ct n y k q 1 a exp i n y k q 1 t .  . .3 n , nyk
ks0
F Cty2 q Cnty1A q Cnty2 X n y X t y 1 . 4 .  .n , nyt n n
Combining J , J , and J , we complete the proof of the lemma.1 2 3
 .  .LEMMA 6. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.2n, k
 .and 4.5 . Then
P n , t s o n , 5.5 .  .  .
as n ª `, uniformly in 0 - d F t F p , for some fixed d .
Proof. Using Abel's Lemma, we have
r
P n , t F Cn max a exp i n y k t s o n , .  .  . . n , nyk
0FrFn ks0
as n ª `, in view of Lemma 2.
 .  .LEMMA 7. Let T ' a be an infinite triangular matrix satisfying 4.1 ,n, k
 .  .  .4.2 , 4.3 , and 4.4 . Then uniformly in 0 - d F t F p , as n ª `,
J n , t s o n . .  .
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 5, we again consider J , J , and1 2
J separately. Now write the outer sum of J in two parts viz. 0 F r F r y 13 1 o
and r F r F n. The proof of first part of J runs parallel to the first termo 1
 .of 5.4 , while in the proof of its second part we apply Abel's transforma-
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tion. Thus for a sufficiently large positive integer r , we geto
r y1 r n ro
J F r y k q 1 b q r y k q 1 b exp ikt .  .  .   1 r , ryk r , ryk
rsrrs0 ks0 ks0o
n ry1
F Cr q D r y k q 1 b 4 . o k r , ryk
rsr ks00
k r
= exp in t q b exp in t .  . r , 0  5 5
ns0 ns0
n ry1 ry1
y1 < <F Cr q Ct r y k q 1 D b q b q b .  o k r , ryk r , ryk r , o
rsr ks0 ks0o
n ry1
y1 < <F Cr q Cd r D b o k r , ryk
rsr ks0o
ry1
< <q k q 1 D b q b q a . k r , ryk r , 0 rq1, 0
ks0
n 1
y1s Cr q Cd s o n , .o r q 1rsro
 .  .  .  .  .as t G d and n ª `, in view of 4.1 , 4.3 , 4.4 , 4.6 , 4.7 , and Lemma 1.
Now by virtue of Lemma 2, we have
r y1 ro
J F a exp i r y k q 1 t . . 2 r , ryk
rs0 ks0
n r
q a exp i r y k q 1 t . .  r , ryk
rsr ks0o
n
F Cr q o 1 s o n , as n ª `. .o  5
rsro
Finally, by Lemma 6, we get as n ª `,
n
J s n y k q 1 a exp i n y k q 1 t s o n . .  .  . .3 n , nyk
ks0
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6
Proof of Theorem 1. Writing s for the nth partial sum of the Fouriern
 w x.series, we get cf. 5, p. 55
p
y1s y 1 s 2rp f t t sin nt dt q o 1 .  .  .Hn
0
p
y1w xs 2rp f t t sin nt y n cos nt dt q o 1 , .  .  .H 1
0
1  .by integration by parts. Thus the C T-method is F -effective if1
n rp
y12rp n q 1 f t t a sin kt dt .  . .  H 1 r , k 5
0 rs0 ks0
n rp
q 2rp n q 1 f t ka cos kt dt q o 1 , 6.1 .  .  .  . .  H 1 r , k 5
0 rs0 ks0
 .  .  .  .  .i.e., S 0, p q M 0, p q o 1 s o 1 , where S 0, p denotes the first term
 .in 6.1 with the range of integration 0 to p . We first proceed to show that
 .  . < <S 0, p s o 1 . Now writing sin kt F Ckt, we see that
n r n r
2< <a sin kt F Ct k a F Cn t .   r , k r , k
rs0 ks0 rs0 ks0
Hence,
n r
1rn y1 < <S 0, 1rn F 2rp n q 1 f t t a sin kt dt .  .  . .  H 1 r , k 5
0 rs0 ks0
1rn
F Cn f t dt s o 1 . .  .H 1
0
 .Replacing k by r y k in the inner sum of the remaining part of S and
M, we have
n r t r
a sin r y k t F a sin r y k t .  .   r , ryk r , ryk
rs0 ks0 rs0 ks0
n t
q a sin r y k t .  r , ryk
rstq1 ks0
n r
q a sin r y k t .  r , ryk
rstq1 kstq1
s I q I q I , say. 6.2 .1 2 3
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Now
t r t r
y1I F a sin r y k t F a F Ct . .   1 r , ryk r , ryk
rs0 ks0 rs0 ks0
Using Abel's transformation after changing the order of summation in I ,2
we have
t n
I s a sin r y k t . 2 r , ryk
ks0 rstq1
t ny1 r n
s b sin n y k t q a sin n y k t .  .   r , ryk n , nyk 5  5
ks0 rstq1 ns0 ns0
t
ya sin n y k t .tq1, tq1yk  5
ns0
t n
y1F Ct b q a q a  r , ryk nq1, nq1yk tq1, tq1yk 5
ks0 rstq1
t n
y1s Ct a y a q a q a .  r , ryk rq1, rq1yk n , nyk tq1, tq1yk 5
ks0 rstq1
t
y1s Ct 2 a q a y a . tq1, tq1yk n , nyk nq1, nq1yk
ks0
t
y1s Ct a q a . t , tyk n , nyk
ks0
t n
y1 y1 y1F Ct a q a s Ct A q A F Ct , . t , tyk n , k t , 0 n , 0
ks0 ks0
 .in view of 4.1 . Again using Abel's transformation, we have
n ry1 k
I s D a sin r y n t .  .  3 k r , ryk  5
rstq1 kstq1 ns0
r t
qa sin r y n t y a sin r y n t .  . r , 0 r , ryty1 5  5
ns0 ns0
n r
y1 < <F Ct D a q a .  k r , ryk r , ryty1 5
rstq1 kstq1
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 .  .Putting I , I , and I in 6.2 and finally in S 1rn, d , where d is very1 2 3
<  . <small such that f t - « for t F d , we have1
S 1rn , d F C« ny1 .
n r n
d y2 < <= t 1 q D a q a dt  H k r , ryk r , ryty1 5
1rn rstq1 kstq1 rstq1
n n r n
y1 < <F C« n 1 q D a q a   k r , ryk r , rysy1
rss rssss1 kss
n n r n n
y1 < <s C« n n q D a q a    k r , ryk r , rysy1
rss rssss1 kss ss1
n r k n r
y1 < <s C« n n q D a 1 q a    k r , ryk r , rysy1
rs1 ks1 ss1 rs1 ss1
n r
y1 y1< <F C« n n q k D a q A F C« n n s C« ,  k r , ryk r , 0 5
rs1 ks1
 .  .  .  .in view of 4.2 . Thus, S 1rn, d s o 1 . Next for t ) d fixed , we have
n r n r
< <a sin r y k t F a sin r y k t F Cn. .  .   r , ryk r , ryk
rs0 ks0 rs0 ks0
 .  .Consequently S d , p s o 1 . Combining this with the estimate for
  ..  .S 0, 1rn and S 1rn, d , we have proved
S 0, p s o 1 . .  .
 .  .Now we proceed to establish M 0, p s o 1 , where
n rp2
M 0, p s f t r y k a cos r y k t dt .  .  .  . H 1 r , ryk 5p n q 1 . 0 rs0 ks0
p2
s f t J n , t dt .  .H 1p n q 1 . 0
p 2 J n , t .1rn d
s q q f t dt .H H H 1 / p n q 1 .0 1rn d




M 0, 1rn F f t .  .H 1n q 1 0
n r
= r y k q 1 a exp i r y k t dt .  . .  r , ryk 5
rs0 ks0
1rn
F n f t dt s o 1 , as n ª `, .  .H 1
0
 .in view of the hypothesis that T is F -effective. Further by Lemma 7, we1
obtain
p1
M d , p s f t J n , t dt s o 1 , .  .  .  .H 1n q 1 d
as n ª ` for 0 - d F t F p .
 .  .  .  .Since f t s o 1 , t ª 0, so to prove M 1rn, d s o 1 , n ª `, it is1
sufficient to prove that
1 d
J n , t dt F C. 6.4 .  .Hn q 1 1rn
Now by Lemma 5, we have
1 d
J n , t dt .Hn q 1 1rn
nC C 1d dy2 y2F t dt q t dtH H  5n q 1 n q 1 r q 11rn 1rn rst
nC d dy1 y1q t A dt q C t A dtH Hr , ryt n , nyt 5n q 1 1rn 1rnrst
nC d y2q t X r y X t y 1 dt 4 .  .H r rn q 1 1rn rst
d y2q C t X n y X t y 1 dt 4 .  .H n n
1rn
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nnC 1
F C q dsH  5n q 1 r q 11rd rss
nn nC An , nysq 1rs A ds q C ds . H Hr , rys 5n q 1 s1rd 1rdrss
nnC
q X r y X s y 1 ds 4 .  .H r rn q 1 1rd rss
n
q C X n y X s y 1 ds 4 .  .H n n
1rd
s C q M q M q M q M q M , say.1 2 3 4 5
Since
n n n r1 1 1 1
s 1 F C ,   n q 1 r q 1 n q 1 r q 1rssss0 rs0 ss0
we have M F C. Again1
n n n r1 1 1 Ar , rys
A s F C ,   r , rysn q 1 s n q 1 srssss1 rs1 ss1
 .  .in view of 4.5 . Hence, we get M F C. Similarly, using 4.5 , we obtain2
M F C. Now we observe that3
n n1
X r y X s y 1 4 .  .  r rn q 1 rssss0
n r r1
s X k y X k y 1 4 .  .   r rn q 1 rs0 ss0 kss
n r k1
s X k y X k y 1 1 4 .  .  r rn q 1 rs0 ks0 ss0
n r1
s k q 1 X k y X k y 1 4 .  .  .  r rn q 1 rs0 ks0
n r1
< <s k q 1 D a F C , .  k r , rykn q 1 rs0 ks0
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 .in view of 4.2 . Thus M F C. Similarly we can show M F C, since4 5
n n n n r
< < < <X n y X s y 1 s D a s D a 1 4 .  .    n n r n , nyr r n , nyr
rssss0 ss0 rs0 ss0
n
< <s r q 1 D a F C , . r n , nyr
rs0
 .  .  .in view of 4.2 . This completes the proof of 6.4 and also of M 0, p s
 .o 1 . Consequently, this establishes Theorem 1.
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